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We consider the problem of decomposing a matrix of integers according to con- 
straints on the row and column sums. in the case when the original matrix is 
infinite. Some necessary conditions and some sufficient conditions are found for the 
existence of such a decomposition, generalizing results of Ball for the finite case. 
Connections with the Transversal Problem for inlinite sets are pointed out. 
i‘ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
Suppose P is a finite matrix of natural numbers and that each row and 
each column have been assigned a natural number “constraint.” When can 
P be written as a matrix sum P, + P, such that the sum of the entries in 
any row of P, (column of P2) is at least as large as the corresponding row 
(column) constraint of P? 
In [ 11, Rick Ball pointed out the following necessary condition, which 
we call 93, and further proved that it is sufficient: for any set S of rows and 
columns, the sum of the matrix entries taken over the positions with some 
coordinate in S must not be less than the sum of the constraints assigned 
to the coordinates in S. In fact, a version of this theorem was proved for a 
general p-dimensional matrix, and a corresponding result was obtained for 
the situation in which the constraints are thought of as upper bounds for 
the row and column sums-precise statements will be found in Section 2. 
There is a close connection between the above problem and the familiar 
Marriage Problem, described here is terms of transversals. If P is a C&l 
matrix, a transversal is a selection of a 1 entry from each row which uses 
no column twice. For finite P the search for a transversal can be phrased as 
a decomposition problem by assigning a constraint of 1 to each row and a 
constraint of k - 1 to each column with exactly k l’s in it. The matrix P 
satisfying the row constaints yields a transversal. Hall’s Theorem [6] 
provides a necessary and sufficient condition 3Ec for the existence of a 
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transversal. namely, that each set of n rows has l‘s in at least II columns, 
and as described in [l], the conditions X and 93 are equivalent in this 
context. Thus Ball’s theorem properly subsumes Hall’s theorem. 
In [S], continuous versions of the above problems are considered, 
namely, the problems of decomposing a finite (or locally finite) real valued 
measure according to lower and upper bound constraints. In [2], the 
notion of decomposition is generalized to allow a “defect,” or discrepancy 
between the constraints and the actual decomposition. 
In this article, we are interested in retaining the original notions of 
natural number-valued matrix and exact decomposition, but allowing the 
underlying matrix of positions (and perhaps the number of dimensions) to 
be infinite. 
The problem of characterizing the solvable infinite transversal problems 
is much harder than the finite version. Condition X is no longer suf- 
licient-consider an infinite matrix with its l’s along the diagonal, then 
augment it with a single infinite row of 1’s. Similarly, condition 93 is not 
sufficient for the existence of an infinite decomposition-consider 
EXAMPLE 1. 
(1) T 1 1 1 1 ... 
I , 
(1) (1) (1) (1) ... 
However, in contrast to the finite case, an arbitrary infinite transversal 
problem cannot be cast as a decomposition problem. The condition that 
each column only supply one entry to the transversal cannot be coded as 
the demand that all but one entry in each column by apportioned to P,. In 
fact, the results of this paper suggest that the solvable decomposition 
problems are easier to characterize than the solvable transversal problems. 
2 
In this section we fix notation, present some preliminary results, and 
look at some examples, leading to some necessary conditions for 
solvability. 
The following intuition guides much of our notation. At each position OJ 
of the original matrix we think of the value there as a measure of mass 
found at those coordinates. The corresponding value at the ith summand is 
that portion of the mass which is “sent” to the ith dimension to help satisfy 
the constraint assigned to the ith coordinate of w. Turning to formalities: 
To describe a p-dimensional matrix of natural numbers: let Q denote the 
collection of positions in the matrix, with typical element o. Identify the 
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(possibly infinite) cardinal number p with the set of its predecessors, and 
assume that the sets (4.1 i < p} of coordinates in each dimension are 
pairwise disjoint. Write & for u { 4 ) i < p> and c(, /I, y,... for typical coor- 
dinates. If c( E di, Q, denotes {CD 1 the ith coordinate of o is CC}. The values 
in the matrix are given by a function f: Sz + N, where N is the set of non- 
negative integers. If r G 0, X(T) abbreviates C{ X(w) 1 o E r}. 
We say that u isfinitary if X(Q,) is finite, otherwise a is infinitary. 
As in [l], define a system S to be a finite set of coordinates; lJS is the 
set of those o with some coordinate in S, nS is the set of o all of whose 
coordinates are in S. 
A problem P is determined by Q, X, and an assignment of a constraint 
c(a) to each coordinate CC, thus P = (Q, X, c), where c: d + N. For S s d, 
c(S) abbreviates C(c(a) ) c( E S}. 
A decomposition d is a function from Q x p to N such that 
C(d(o, i) 1 i< p} <X(o); d(o, i) is thought of as the amount of mass at o 
sent to dimension i. With this intuition, we define the “result” of applying d 
to P by Pd= (Q, X’, cd), where Xd(w) = X(w) -C{d(o, i) I i< p} and for 
a~&,, c”(ol)=c(a)-C{d(w, i) ) OE 52,). We say that d satisfies c(u) if 
cd(a) 6 0, and that d is a solution of P if d satisfies each c(a). 
We can now state precisely condition C.J from he introduction: 
DEFINITION 2.1. a is the assertion that for each system S, 
UX(S) 3 c(S). Theorem 1 from [ 1 ] is repeated here as 
THEOREM 2.2 (Ball). .@? is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a 
solution to a finite (lower bounded) problem P. 
As observed in the introduction, Theorem 2.2 fails in general for 
arbitrary P. But a “locally finite” version is available, and indeed will be 
used repeatedly in what follows. 
It will be convenient to construe the set 93 of all decompositions as a 
topological space. For each (w, i) in Q x p, let T 
and give this finite set the 
discrzg)={nEN InbX(o)I, 
topology. Then 
T= KI{ T,,,i, I (w i) E Q x P), with the product topology, is compact 
Hausdorff with a basis of closed-open sets. 9 is naturally a subspace of T, 
namely {de T 1 Vo C{d(o, i) 1 i< p} <X(o)}. It is easy to check that 9 is 
a closed, hence compact, subspace of T. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let P = ($2, X, c) be a lower bounded problem. Then there 
exists a decomposition simultaneously satisfying each finitary c(a) iff ~3 
holds. 
Proof. The necessity of 8 is clear; we address sufficiency. For any 
system S consisting entirely of finitary coordinates we define the problem 
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P’,byrestrictingXandctoQ,=(oIw~USandX(w)>O). P,,isthena 
finite problem, inheriting condition J, and so by Theorem 2.2, 
$ = fd 1 t/a E S, d satisfies C(U) > is non-empty. In fact, each E is closed in 
.9: only those (finitely many) d(o), i) such that X(o) > 0 and the ith coor- 
dinate of o is in S are relevant to the definition of 5, hence z is a linite 
union of basic (closed) sets. So each E is compact, and f-j{* / S a linitary 
system} # @. Any d in this intersection satisfies each finitary CI, since (a ) is 
itself a system. 1 
In particular then, condition a characterizes the solvable P when each 
52, is finite. As a corollary, we have the theorem of Marshall Hall [S] to 
the effect that condition X is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a 
transversal in a Cl matrix, provided each row and column is finite. The 
method of translating a finite transversal problem into a decomposition 
problem described in the introduction works whenever the rows and 
columns are finite. Similarly, the equivalence of &? and g lifts to the locally 
finite case. 
Both [ 1 ] and [S] also treat the case of matrix decomposition in which 
the constraints c(a) are upper bounds; in this case, a decomposition n is a 
solution if it succeeds in giving away all of the mass in P without exceeding 
the C(E), i.e., if L’{d(o, i) 1 i< p) =X(o) for all o, and C”(U) 3 0 for all c(. In 
[ 1 ] a condition dual to B isolated, and an analogue of Theorem 2.2 is 
presented: 
DEFINITION 2 4 g* is the assertion that for each system S, 
x(ns)<c(s). ’ ’ 
THEOREM 2.5 (Ball). a’* is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a 
solution to a finite upper bounded problem P. 
In fact, given a finite problem with both lower and upper constraints, 
there is a simultaneous solution d iff both B and L?J* hold. 
In contrast with the lower bounded situation, however, condition &?* 
characterizes the finite and infinite solvable upper bounded problems, for p 
finite. 
THEOREM 2.6. For finite p, L?#* is necessary and sufficient for the 
existence of a solution to an upper bounded P. 
Proof Necessity is clear. For sufficiency in the case when S2 is infinite, 
use an argument similar to that of Theorem 2.3. 
For each S, define P” by restricting to Q‘= (w 1 E r)S}. Then P’” is 
always a finite problem, and inherits condition g*. A compactness 
argument using Theorem 2.5 yields a solution to P. 1 
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When p is infinite, there are problems even in formulating an analogue 
of L@*, since n S will be empty (systems are finite sets of coordinates). The 
proper context seems to be the measure-theoretic one, cf. [S]; an example 
there due to Rae Shortt shows that the assumption that p is finite is 
necessary. Thus there is an interesting duality in the generalizations of the 
finite theorems to infinite problems-Theorem 2.2 on lower bounded 
problems generalizes to the case where the Q2, are finite, with p arbitrary, 
while Theorem 2.5 requires finitely many dimensions, but otherwise 
arbitrary 52. 
For the rest of the paper, we return to the convention that “problem” 
means “lower bounded problem.” 
It should be clear that condition L@J is always necessary for a 
solution-for each system S, the only CO which can contribute to satisfying 
the c(m) for M. E S are those w  in u S, so A’( lJ S) must be at least as large as 
c(S). In fact, even if we were to allow real-valued decompositions, i.e., send 
fractional parts of mass to certain dimensions, $3 would still be necessary 
(this will be useful at one point later). 
The way that we saw that the problem in Example 1 is not solvable is by 
observing that this is only one way for the column constraints to be 
satisfied, and there is nothing remaining to satisfy the row constraint. This 
suggests defining the “kernel” of a problem P, obtained by satisfying the 
“forced” constraints, (those satisfiable in only one way). Then clearly a 
necessary condition for solvability is that the kernel of P satisfy W. 
Unfortunately, this condition is not sufficient. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
1 1 1 
6, 1 1 1 
(2) 1 1 1 
(2) 1 1 1 
(2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ 
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) ... 
The problem above has no forced constraints, satisfies g, but is not 
solvable. (Thy to satisfy the first row constraint; any mass sent across from 
the first row initiates a sequence of forced moves which eventually sends 
the rest of the first row downwards . ..). 
What went wrong above is that there is no decomposition d satisfying 
the first row such that P” satisfies W, so the following condition a1 is 
necessary: “for every c1 there is a d satisfying c(a), with P” satisfying 93.” 
But this is not sufficient either. 
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EXAMPLE 3. 
1 
(1) 1 
(1) 
(1) 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Here, each column is infinite, but the row positions of the l’s in any two 
columns are disjoint (except for the l’s in the first row). This problem 
satisfies L4?, , (any column can be satisfied by using the lowest 1, and any 
row is (uniquely) satisfiable), but is not solvable-its kernel is precisely 
Example 1. 
We could, of course, go on to define stronger conditions g,,, where .@,, is 
“for each c( there is a d satisfying C(N) with cd satisfying &?nP ,“, and BE,, the 
conjunction of the Bn. All of these conditions are necessary, but even a,, 
does not seem sufficient. It ensures that we can satisfy any finite number of 
constraints, but the decompositions promised by the various &?,, need not 
lit together uniformly to provide a d satisfying infinitely many c(a). Con- 
dition V defined in Section 3 will have this effect. 
Note. Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 are implicit in the measure-theoretic ver- 
sions found [S]. We have included proofs for completeness and because of 
the simplifications afforded by the present framework. 
3 
In view of Theorem 2.3, it is the infinitary ~1 that causes trouble in 
solving P (or rather, in recognizing whether P is solvable). But suppose 
eoery c( is inlinitary. We would expect then that there should always be 
enough mass to satisfy the constraints-note that g is trivially satisfied 
since every X(U S) is infinite. Indeed, this is true (although analogy with 
transversal theory provides reason to hestitate-see the example at the end 
of the paper), and appears as Corollary 3.9. 
In fact, the main work of this section is to define a condition strengthen- 
ing a and prove its sufficiency. It will follow that for a p-dimensional 
problem, if the mass above any CI is at least p. c(a), then the problem is 
solvable. 
We need some more terminology about decompositions, inspired by the 
intuition that decompositions can be built piecemeal, successively assigning 
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mass to various coordinates. A “safe” decomposition d is one that does not 
obviously lead to a dead end, and an “extension” of d assigns more mass 
than d did. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let d and e be decompositions. Then 
(i) d is safe is P’ satisfies 99, 
(ii) e extends d, if Vo Vi, d(o, i) < e(o, i), 
(iii) the support of d, supp(d), is {w 1 3i, d(o, i) > 01, and 
(iv) d is infinite if supp(d) is finite. 
Note that e extends d iff e is a decomposition of P”. 
The (necessary) condition am, mentioned in Section 2 essentially asserted 
that for any set of n coordinates there exists a safe decomposition for the 
corresponding constraints, but there was no uniformity condition 
proposed, in the sense that a decomposition for a set S of coordinates, 
Sz s’, could be chosen to be an extension of a given decomposition of S’. 
Somewhat surprisingly, however, condition g already implies this property 
for sets of finitely coordinates: 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume condition &!I. Then for every finitely CI and ever-v 
safe d there is a safe extension qf d satisfying c(u). 
ProofI By safeness of d, P’ satisfies a. Using Theorem 2.3, then, let e be 
decomposition of Pd satisfying all its finitary constraints. Now let e, agree 
with e on Q, and be 0 elsewhere, and set d+ = e, + d. Clearly d+ satisfies 
c(u), since e, satisfies cd(a). To see that d+ is safe, note that P“+ has a 
decomposition satisfying all of its finitary constraints, namely e - e,. By the 
“only if” part of Theorem 2.3, P’+ satisfies .%Y. 1 
Theorem 3.2 is false, however, if “linitary” is deleted (cf. our familiar 
Example 1). Since 98 holds, the empty decomposition is safe, but there is no 
safe decomposition satisfying the row constraint. 
This leads us to define the following condition. 
DEFINITION 3.3. @ is the assertion that 
(i) %9 holds and 
(ii) for every intinitary a and every finite safe d, there is a safe exten- 
sion of d satisfying C(M). 
Note that we only insist on being able to extend finite d. Clearly we 
can always arrange that the extension d+ be finite, and that 
dom(d+) - dam(d) E Q2,. 
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The topology on 9, the space of all decompositions, gives another 
perspective on %‘. In general, the set of decompositions satisfying a certain 
constraint c(a) is an open set in 8. When Q, is finite, this set is also 
closed-this was the key to the proof of Theorem 2.3, but in general a 
solution to P is the intersection (over c( E id) of a collection of open sets 
(those satisfying c( r )). 
Now, finite decompositions are essentially basis elements of 9. So con- 
dition %? asserts that for each CI, the decompositions satisfying C(E) are a 
dense (open) subset of the safe decompositions. But when d is countable, 
the collection of safe decompositions can be shown to be gae,, a countable 
intersection of open sets, nonempty iff 98 holds. Therefore, the Baire 
Category Theorem yields the sufficiency of % when & is countable. 
In Theorem 3.5 we give a direct proof that % is sufficient, under a much 
weaker hypothesis, the countability of p. A generalization of the technique 
in a purely topological setting is given in [3]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Ij’S is a collection of decompositions with pairwise disjoint 
supports then x.9 is a decomposition. 
ProoJ We need to check that for any o, C,,,(CS(o, i)) d X(w). But 
if the left side is not zero, there is a single f E 9 such that for all i, 
(X:~)(W, i) =f(w, i). Since f is a decomposition, Cicpf(o, i) < X(w), 
proving the lemma. u 
The idea behind the proof of Theorem 3.5 is simply to satisfy the con- 
straints of the problem one at a time by successively extending certain finite 
decompositions. Any one such sequence of extensions can only attend to 
countably many constraints, so we must provide many sequences, each 
converging to a limiting decomposition, with any two such limits having 
disjoint support. The key to doing this is to organize our sequences via a 
queue, a first-in-first-out data structure which is to hold the points o in the 
support of each decomposition-the queue is the A, in the proof below. To 
allow for infinitely many dimensions, we may need to enter infinitely many 
elements to the queue at any stage, thus retrieval from the queue must 
make use of a dovetailing technique-this is the function 7~. 
THEOREM 3.5. When p is countable, V is sufficient for the existence of a 
solution. 
Proof. Let P = (Q, X, c), and well-order the set of all coordinates in 
some fashion; let ti be the order type. We define three sequences: 
(f, I o<k-> a sequence of decompositions, 
(J,EQ ( a<ti), 
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and 
(A,G 1 MK). 
Write f,, for C{f,Irl<a), J,, for U{J, I v <a}, and A,, for 
U {A, 1 rl< o}. We will arrange that f, is a decomposition of Pf’“, that J,, 
is the support of f,, and A, a collection of (coordinates of) constraints 
that f, satisfies. We construct our sequences by induction, ensuring the 
following for each g < K: 
(I) U{A, I O<K> =d, 
(II,) J, = SUPP(f,)? 
(III,) J, n J,, = 0, 
(IV,) 6 E A, implies that c-@(6) < 0, and 
(V,) (o E J, and o E 62,) imply that (IX E A <0 u A, or c’“(a) < 0). 
Then by Lemma 3.4, (II) and (III) imply that f<, is a decomposition, 
while (I) and (IV) imply that all of the constraints of P are satisfied by 
f <L. For each (r, the construction proceeds in stages. We picture A, as a 
collection of (countable) columns, the sth column added at the sth stage. 
Each 6 E A, is thus A,(,,,, for some m, n E N, 
A o(O.0) . . . A o(rn.0). . . 
A u(0.n). . . A o(r7l.n). . 
Fix a bijection rc: N x N + N such that n(m, n) 2 m, for example, 7c(m, n) = 
$(m +n)(m +n+ 1) +m. The sth item of A,, is that A.(,,,) such that 
n(m, n) = s, if it exists. 
CONSTRUCTION OF f,, .I,, A, 
If A<,= d, set f, to be identically 0, and J, and A, to be 
empty-(I)-(V) are trivially satisfied. Otherwise, initialize A, by setting 
A oCo,o, to be the first element of s&’ not in A,, [so, (I) will be satisfied]. At 
each stage s, we define a finite safe decomposition f,(s) and add some 
elements to A,. 
Stage s 
(1) Let 6 be the sth item of A,. If none exists, set f,(s) = f,(s - 1) 
and proceed to stage s + 1. Using condition %, 
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(2) choose finite safe f,(s), extending f,(s - 1) if s > 0, such that 
(i) f,(s) satisfies c’<~“” and 
(ii) supp(f,(~))~Q~. 
(3) Consider the set of all G( such that 
(i) ~~EsuPP(~,(s)), ~EQ,, 
(ii) cfCO (CI) > 0, that is, a’s constraint is not satisfied yet, and 
(iii) a is not yet in A,. 
This is a countable set, since p is countable and f,(s) is finite. Order this 
set in order type do and add it to A, as the (s + 1)th column, 
‘A 1 dJ+ 1,n) I fl E w. 
This completes stage s. We define 
J, = u @uPP(fAs)) I SE Nj 
A,= t.) {A,(s, n) I s, HEN} 
and 
f, = the limit of the fO(s), that is, fO(w, i) = that unique k such that 
fO(s)(w, i) = k for arbitrarily large s. This k exists since 
fc(s)(w, i) <f,(s + 1 )(o, i) d X(o). In fact, there is some s, E N 
such that for all i, and for all t>s,,,,f,(t)(w, i)=f,(s,)(o, i), 
again because X(o) is finite. Since C{fO(s,)(o, i) 1 i < p} <X(O), 
C{ fJo, i) I i < p> is also <X(o), so f, is indeed a decomposition. 
It remains to check (II,)-( 
(II,) is clear. 
(III,,) If o E&, then w  E J,, for some 9 < y, and by (I’,), for each tl 
such that w~52,, cfca (c() < 0. (Thus c( never appears in A, (by clause 
(3)(ii) in the construction) and so w$supp(f,) (by clause (2)(ii)). 
(IV,) If 6~ A, then for some m, n, 6 = A,(m, n), thus, writing t for 
n(m, n), 6 is the tth element of A,, t 2 m. By part (2)(i) of the construction, 
f,(t) satisfies c”“(6). 
(V,) is clear from part (3) of the construction. 
This completes the proof. 1 
It is easy to see that %’ is not necessary for solvability. Consider: 
EXAMPLE 4 
(1) I 1 1 
(1) 1 1 1 “’ 
(1) (1) (1) ..’ 
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This problem is solvable, but if we let d be the decomposition which sends 
both elements of the second row across, then d is finite and safe, but no 
extension can safely satisfy the first row constraint. 
As an application of Theorem 3.5, we can prove that if each 52, is large, 
in the sense of condition A below, then the problem is solvable. 
DEFINITION 3.6. ~4’ is the assertion that V,, X(0,) > p. c(a). [If p is 
any infinite cardinal, the inequality is taken to mean simply that X(Q,) is 
infinite.] 
If a P satisfies A, it is difficult for a system to be tight-in fact all of the 
mass of the system must lie in the intersection of the system. (Note that if p 
is infinite and P satisfies 4?, there are no tight systems.) More generally, if 
we define a system S to be n-tight if X(u S) < C(s) + n, then we have 
LEMMA 3.7. Let P satisfy condition A’. Zf S is a system which is n-tight, 
then X( IJ S) - X( n S) < pn. 
ProojI Write Z for x(n S) and W for X(U S) - X(nS). For any P 
and S we have C{X(s;Z,) I aES}<pZ+(p-l)W. If 4’ holds, then 
p.c(a)<X(Q,), so pc(S)<C{X(Q,) I aES}, so pc(S)<pZ+(p-1)W. 
The n-tightness of N means that Z+ W< c(S) + n, so pZ+ p W- pn < 
PC(S), implying that pZ+pW-pndpZ+(p-l)W, or Wdpn, as 
desired. 1 
THEOREM 3.8. A implies V. 
Proof Condition 99 follows from the observation that if P satisfies J?V, 
then P admits a rational-valued solution (let d(w, i) = (l/p). X(o)). As 
observed earlier, 99 is necessary for such a solution. 
For the other part of V, let a be inlinitary, d a finite safe decomposition. 
It suffices to show that d can be extended safely to a finite safe decom- 
position d+ such that cd+(a) < cd(a); iterating the procedure eventually 
satisfies cd(a). 
We claim that there exists an element oO E Sz, which is in no u S for S a 
tight system in P? Given such an wO, we define d+(w,, j) = 1 + d(o,, j), 
(where a E&J, d+ = d elsewhere. By the choice of wO, d+ will be safe and 
we will be finished. To verify the claim: 
First note that if p is infinite and P satisfies J%‘, each X(Q,) is infinite. 
Since d is finite, each Xd(Q,) is infinite, and there are no tight systems in 
Pd. So we assume that p is finite. 
Let n be the sum of all the values taken by d, i.e., C(d(w, i) 1 0~52). 
Choo& any o,,..., ok from Q, such that Xd(o, ) + . . . + Xd(w,) > pn. If 
each oi were in U Si, with Si tight in Pd, then the union S of the systems Sj 
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would also be tight in P” (from the Lemma in [ 1 ] ). But then S is n-tight in 
P. Since c( is infinitary, a $ S, so in fact each wj is in lJ S- n S, thus 
Xd( U S) - Xd( n S) > pn, contradicting Lemma 3.7. So at least one of the oi 
must appear in no US, for any P’-tight S. 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. When p is countable, ,/4? is sufficient for the existence of 
a solution. 
Proof. Immediate from 3.5 and 3.8. 4 
COROLLARY 3.9. When p is countable and each X(Q,) is infinite, then P 
has a solution (no matter what c is). 
ProoJ: The hypotheses clearly imply &. 1 
Corollary 3.9 serves as a nice counterpoint to Theorem 2.3: the locally 
finite solvable problems are characterized just as in the finite case, and the 
purely infinite problems are always solvable. The difficult cases arise from 
the interaction of the finite and infinite. 
We mention here that Corollary 3.9 is one place where the behavior of 
the decomposition problems differs drastically from that of transversal 
problems. The latter are certainly not simplified by the assumption that all 
the rows and columns are infinite. Milner and Shelah [7] provide the 
following example of two problems, the first of which is solvable, the 
second not, where cardinality considerations are clearly of no help in dis- 
tinguishing them. 
Temporarily suspending our convention about the disjointness of the 4, 
let &=zZi =a,, so that Q=o,xw,. Define Xi, X,: Q+ (0, l} by 
X,(cc, 8) = 1 iff /3<max(K,, a); X,(cr, /I) = 1 iff b<max(K,, a). Then the 
first problem is solved by selecting the element /I from row /I. But any selec- 
tion f of a “1” element from each row in the second problem gives rise to a 
regressive function, i.e., f(D) < b for each (infinite) /I. But by Fodor’s 
“Pressing Down Lemma” no such f can be one-to-one. Thus the second 
problem is not solvable. 
Rick Ball has raised the following interesting question. Suppose we con- 
sider a condition weaker than Jz!, not insisting that dimension i have all of 
its X(Q,) be p times c(a), but rather allow different factors a,, with one 
dimension “compensating” for another. What condition on the ai lead to a 
reasonable sufficient condition for solvability? A good conjecture is that the 
condition C{ l/a, 1 i< p} 6 1 suffices. Evidence for this conjecture is that if 
P satisfies [C{ l/a, 1 i < p> d 1 and Va((a E J;s;.) + X(Q,) 2 a,c(a))] then P 
does admit a rational-valued decomposition (define d(w, i) = l/a,X(o)). So 
the condition in brackets above implies W. We were unable to show that 
this condition implies % (a version of Lemma 3.7 seems to be the sticking 
point), but we conjecture that it does. 
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